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Intuitively create DITA
content with an editor
you’ll enjoy.

Intuitive, web-
based XML editor

Your goals – our competence

Well prepared for the future with XML

High quality structured content

Intuitive user-experience

Easy author collaboration

Efficient workflows

Modern high-end technology

Multilingual support

New customer acquisition

Professional service



Documentation made easy

Xeditor allows technical writers and occasional contributors to 
create DITA content intuitively and efficiently. The user-friendly 
interface leads authors through a defined document structure 
with real-time validation and easy collaboration. Our highly       
extensible framework ensures seamless integration with any 
CMS, enabling your content to be ready for use, re-use, and
life in any format.  

Full support for DITA 1.2  

Xeditor fully supports all elements and attributes for

the DITA 1.2 standard. The UI can be configured

independently to ensure the best experience for your 

authors - all without any special knowledge of DITA

or XML. 

DITA maps

In Xeditor you may open and edit a map or individual 

topic. Map view allows for a drag and drop within a 

table of contents to add/remove content or change 

its position. 

Intelligent real-time validation 

During content creation Xeditor continually monitors and 

validates the XML structure. You can only execute actions 

that are valid and correct at the corresponding positions.

MathML formula editor 

With the integrated WIRIS Formula Editor you can create 

mathematical formulas and complex expressions.

Web-based and location independent  

Xeditor is entirely web-based and works with any modern 

browser. There is no software to install for the end-user 

and it may be accessed via the intranet/internet from any 

location.

Change tracking and comments

All content modifications by you and other authors are 

independently tracked and can be analyzed for final 

editing. You can directly enter and save comments, 

remarks and corrections in the document without

interrupting the text.

Offline editing

You have the option to save documents without an

internet connection and synchronize with the server 

as soon as the online connection is restored.

Spelling and Grammar

Using the integrated spelling check, texts are

checked for spelling, grammar and style, ensuring

error-free and uniform text quality.

Easy integration into existing systems

Xeditor‘s highly extensible JavaScript architecture 

allows for smooth integration into existing systems 

(CMS, PIM, DAM, etc.).


